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1 - Jane believes that her team members easily won the game because they are familiar with
teamwork,  .................. ?

aren't they  didn't they  didn't she  doesn't she 

2 - The design of the new house is similar to those that  ..................  , so they prefer to look for modern
ones. 

have already built had already built had already been built  have already been built 

3 - Alexander Selkirk   .................. to be a model for Robinson Crusoe, but his story was very different
from the famous novel.

believed has believed is believed was believing

4 - China is the country  ..................  paper, silk and gunpowder were first produced in.

in that  in where  in there  that 

5 - I am not going to give up my job until I am told that my services ..................

no longer needed needed any longer are no longer needed to be needed no longer

6 - This hospital has lots of distinguished doctors and many people .................. operations on are grateful
to  them.

on whom its surgeons performed successful on that its surgeons successful performed

whom its surgeons performed successful its successful surgeons who performed

7 - The prime minister insisted last week that a railroad line between the two cities ..................

was built be built to be built was building

8 - Always appreciate God for blessings that he sent for you, .................. ?

will you do you won't you don't you

9 - Behind a house .................. he lives, there are a lot of orange trees.

that which in which in there

10 -
After breaking his leg in the skiing accident,  ..................  to cut short his vacation and go back home.

forced he forced that forced he was forced
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11 - My dear Gabrielle is among my few friends .................. we can rely for the organization of our school
trip.

who on whom that which

12 - What ................. if you .................. the competition?

do you would – won’t would you do – won’t do you would – won would you do – won

13 - Mary: This watch is for your birthday, Pam.
Pam: Thank you, but this watch looks cheap, so l don't know if I'm going to wear it. Pam' mother: 
..................

The early bird catches the worm Actions speak louder than words

Don't look a gift horse in the mouth Don't count your chickens before they hatch

14 -   I see no point in getting off the main topic again and again. Let’s focus on the important things,
.................. ?

won’t you will you don’t we shall we

15 - So he assured you that without your help, those two can't get the job done, .................. ?

don't you can't they can't you didn't he

16 - We would travel more if we didn’t .................. pets.

had to have have have to

17 - It is crystal clear; if we went on singing loudly in such a careless way we were doing then, I’m sure
that our neighbors, particularly those living in the next door, .................. happy.

would be not were not will not be wouldn’t be

18 - If you spoke less and listened more, you   ..................   more aware of how your friends really felt
toward your opinions and actions.

will be had been would be were

19 - When Jack bought a BMW X7, he decided to check the functions  .................. different from what the
company said.

which he found in which he found from which he found that he found it

20 - Fortunately, the children .................. in the school yard when a big earthquake shook and destroyed
the building.

playing were playing are playing played

21 - Gabriel said that the new semester starts on March 4, .................. ?

didn’t Gabriel doesn’t she doesn’t it isn’t it
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22 - Few people thought he would win the game, ..................   when he got the gold medal, it was a big
surprise.

and or but yet

23 - A snack bar is a place .................. you can get a drink or a meal.

that where who which

24 - The students .................. I teach are very clever.

whom where who A & C

25 - I invited my new classmate, Sara, to the party, but she apologized for not being able to attend, It
seemed she .................. to do something else.

had arranged has arranged was being arranged had been arranged

26 - If you want to pass your exams successfully, you  .................. concentrate on studying, ..................

could - not singing could - not to sing should - not singing should - not to sing

27 - If you would like to know what .................. in the project so far, you can find the full report at our
website.

will be completed completed was completed has been completed

28 - How long .................. in this neighborhood? I think you are the oldest one living here.

have you lived did you live you are living you have lived

29 - My daughter is so happy because she … a lot of presents on her birthday party last night.

is given were given gave was given

30 - People .................. enough money send their children to work.

who earn who doesn’t who not earning who don’t earn

31 - They went up to the top of the mountain ................. the amazing view which they had been told
about.

saw which saw and saw if would see

32 - If I .................. English better, I’d travel around the US.

speak  will speak spoke would speak

33 - .................. you stop working if you were rich?

Would Will Do What would

34 - If they .................. enough money, they .................. a new car.

’d have – bought had – ’d buy d – would bought would have – bought
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35 - Do you remember that painfully thin man  .................. burst into tears for the picture of his late dad
.................. was shown to him?

whom / that who / whom who / that which / that

36 - I .................. to save the man if I knew how to swim.

tried will try would try had tried

37 -   Choose the sentence with the best word order for each of the following series.

In the middle of the fifteenth century in Germany and northern Italy originated engraving and grew out of the
goldsmith's art.

Engraving, it grew out of the goldsmith's art, in Germany and northern Italy originated in the middle of the fifteenth
century.

In Germany and northern Italy in the middle of the fifteenth century, engraving originated, which grew out of the
goldsmith's art.

Engraving, which grew out of the goldsmith's art, originated in Germany and northern Italy in the middle of the
fifteenth century.

38 -   Choose the sentence with the best word order for each of the following series.

The low latitudes of the Earth, are the areas near the equator, so receive more heat than the latitudes near the poles.

The low latitudes of the Earth, the areas near the equator, more than the latitudes near the poles they receive heal.

The areas near the equator are the low latitudes of the Earth receive more heat than the latitudes near the poles.

The low latitudes of the Earth, the areas near the equator, receive more heat than the latitudes near the Poles.

39 - Try to speak slowly when you give your speech. If you don't, some of your words  ..................  .

must misunderstand may be misunderstood should be misunderstood will misunderstand

40 - I failed to meet the professor simply because I arrived minutes after he ..................

would leave was leaving has left had left 
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